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Architectural Design
Equipment Access
First and foremost, make sure those huge pinsetter
machines can actually get inside the building. The
largest piece of the pinsetter machine is about 5 and a
half feet wide, 7 feet long, and weighs about 1,200
pounds. Plan ahead which route the pinsetters will take
from the truck at the street, into the building, and then
through the building into the bowling room. This entails
double doors (6-foot wide opening) and wide hallways.
The lane underlayment panels are 18 feet long, so try to
avoid designing sharp, tight turns in the hallways. If the
bowling alley will be in a basement, make sure it's a
walk-out basement on at least one side with a groundlevel doorway.

A 6-foot wide doorway allows access for the
pinsetter machines.

Room Length
For a regulation size bowling alley, the room should be about 100 feet long. The bowling equipment itself
requires 88 feet – this includes the approach (16 feet), lane and pinsetter machine (67.5 feet), and a service
aisle (minimum 4.5 feet) behind the pinsetter. Add on a seating area (about 12 feet should do it), and you
have a 100-foot room. See illustrations on Page 3.
Of course, you can always put the seating area next to the approach to cut down on overall length. However,
it’s more fun if spectators can watch the path of the ball directly in line with the lane. Another way to save
space is by having us cut/splice the lane materials to make a shorter, non-regulation size bowling alley. Up to
6 feet can be taken from the approach. And you could, in theory, reduce the lane length to almost zero – it’s
just a matter of “How short is too short?” That’s a judgment call only the customer can make.

Room Width
Minimum room widths required for bowling alleys are listed in the table below. In theory, the side walls of
the room could be right against the sides of the bowling equipment, but we don’t recommend it. Doing so
would make the room feel more like a tunnel, not to mention bowlers would likely scrape their knuckles on
the wall as they follow through with their shot! Not good. We actually recommend eliminating one or both of
the side walls if the adjacent spaces have compatible uses (fun, entertainment stuff).
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Lanes
1
2
3
4

Width of Equipment
8 feet (ideal); 6 feet 9 inches (minimum)
11 feet 6 inches
17 feet 4 inches
22 feet 8 inches

Suggested Side Aisle Width
3 feet on each side
3 feet on each side
3 feet on each side
3 feet on each side

Ceiling Height
The optimal ceiling height is around 10 or 11 feet. A bowling alley space is super long, so having adequate
height will help the room feel well-proportioned and less claustrophobic. The absolute minimum is 8 feet.
The constraining factor is the height in the pinsetter area. Allow ample safe height for a technician to access
the top of the pinsetter machines.

Mechanical Room
The mechanical area where the pinsetters are will need to be enclosed and accessible via a lockable door.
The wall in front of the pinsetter machines is a curtain wall with an opening where the bowling lanes and
gutters pass through. The back side of the curtain wall should be 71 feet from the front edge of the lanes.

Bringing in a piece of the pinsetter beneath the
curtain wall.

Inside the mechanical room, electronic equipment
is mounted above, on the back of the curtain wall.

Maintenance Storage
Remember to designate an area for storing maintenance tools and supplies for the bowling equipment. A
separate storage closet is best. If you don’t have one of those, the service aisle, if wide enough, can do
double duty as storage space. If you opt to purchase an automatic lane cleaning/oiling machine, you will need
even more space back there.

Sound Transmission
Try not to locate the bowling room right next to the baby’s nursery or the meditation room! But if there's no
way around it, you can mitigate vibration/sound transmission from one room to the next by designing a
staggered-stud wall that is filled with insulation and has a double layer of sheetrock on one side.

www.FusionBowling.com
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These illustrations depict one of many
possible designs, and are for discussion
purposes only. No design or construction
work should be based solely on these
drawings. Contact Fusion Bowling to
receive friendly and free consultation
during any phase of your project. We are
always happy to help you design the
perfect bowling alley!
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Foundation Design
Loading
A pair of fully assembled pinsetters weigh about 5,000 pounds, and much of this weight is concentrated along
narrow footprints along the sides of each pinsetter. The best foundation for a bowling alley is a reinforced
concrete slab, at least 4 inches thick, and sealed to minimize dust.

Pit Dimensions
Create a depressed area, or "pit", within the slab. The length of the pit should be at least 87 feet long, and
the depth should be exactly 17 inches. We have the ability to shim up or down a little bit to ensure a flush
flooring transition based on the thickness of the finished flooring material next to the bowling alley.
The width of the slab pit will vary according to how many lanes you have. See the equipment width table
above. These widths already include a little wiggle room for imperfections in the concrete, so there's no need
to add width to the number in the table.

Typical 17” deep pit with conduit stub-out.

Installing pads, mated leveling wedges, and I-joists.

Levelness
Ensure the concrete is level to within 1/2 inch through the entire bottom area and along the top edges of the
pit. The height of the bowling lanes will be established based on the highest point around the top edge of the
approach. Since the bowling lanes will be leveled to less than 40 thousandths of an inch, any imperfections in
the slope of the concrete around the bowling alley will be accentuated next to the flat lanes.

Plumbness
Ensure the sides of the pit are plumb. Building the sides of the pit from CMU blocks will yields better results
than pouring behind wood form boards. Form boards have a tendency to sag inward, resulting in a wavy and
narrower pit than planned.

Embedded Conduit
Embed a single 1-inch electrical conduit in the slab for pulling power to the under-lane equipment. It can be
stubbed out of either side of the pit. Place the conduit about halfway down the approach (8 feet from the
front of the pit). The exact location of this conduit is not critical since the structure under the lanes is open
and the wires can be pulled anywhere underneath.

www.FusionBowling.com
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Interior Design
Finish Materials
“Soft” finishes are better than “hard” finishes. Implementing the following suggestions will help absorb
noisy reverberations, and will make the room feel more pleasant.




Use carpet instead of wood or tile. (Also, tile will break if someone drops a bowling ball.)
Add acoustic ceiling tiles and/or hang decorative sound baffle panels instead of having a 100%
sheetrock ceiling.
Add some fabric-wrapped panels to the walls instead of doing all brick or sheetrock.

Accessories Storage
Up front, somewhere near the bowlers’ area, remember to add storage for guest bowling shoes and balls.
The trim carpenter should be able to create built-in shelving, parallel rails, and/or cubby holes.

Ceiling Design
We recommend either adding some type of ceiling beams (4 of them usually does the trick, equally spaced
down the lane) perpendicular to the lanes OR creating a similar "sawtooth" ceiling profile. These ceiling
designs will do two things:



Break up the long, flat, boring ceiling and give it some visual interest.
The back of each beam (or the vertical parts of each "sawtooth") are a good spot to mount any ugly
light fixtures, and also serve to shield glare from the bowlers' eyes.

Lighting is attached to the vertical part of each
“sawtooth”, which leaves a clean looking ceiling.

www.FusionBowling.com
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Lighting Design
Consider using bright even lighting over the lanes to allow the bowlers' to more easily track the path of their
shot. And use more traditional, slightly dimmer lighting over the bowlers' seating area. Make sure the
pinsetter mechanical area is well-lit (with something as simple as surface-mounted shop lights) and on a
separately switched circuit.

Wall Design
Pilasters or half-columns along the walls help break up the look of the long, narrow room. Try to avoid
elements that are parallel to the lanes (such as chair rails), which exacerbate the problem. If possible, try to
eliminate one of the side walls along the bowling alley, or at least add some glass walls or windows or
openings to allow the sights and sounds of adjacent recreation spaces to mix.

Safety Railing or Half Wall
If there will be a lot of foot traffic alongside the bowling lane, consider adding a safety rail to prevent people
from tripping into the gutter and oily lane. The railing doesn't need to extend along the sides of the approach
-- it can stop at the foul line. Alternatively, you could build a half-wall instead of a safety rail. If you go this
route, consider making the top of the wall slanted to discourage people from setting drinks on the wall.

Electrical Design
Subpanel
A dedicated subpanel with an isolated ground is
required. A typical 2-lane bowling alley will require a
100-amp subpanel. Install it in the mechanical area
behind the pinsetters machines. Only the bowling
equipment listed in this guide should be connected to
the bowling subpanel. General house lighting and wall
receptacles should be connected to another panel.

Pinsetters
Provide one power input for each pair of pinsetters. A
surge suppressor (provided by Fusion Bowling) must be
installed at the subpanel to protect the pinsetters'
electronics. The pinsetters require 3-phase power, but
you have a couple options:

Left to right: back of pinsetter machines, 3-phase
converter, electrical subpanel, surge suppressor.
1. The best option is... Connect 208V 3-phase
power directly to the pinsetters. Run a rigid
conduit from the subpanel to a junction box near the pinsetter. Continue to the pinsetter via flexible
conduit. Use strain relief fittings if dropping down from a ceiling-mounted junction box.
2. If 3-phase power is not available, the next best option is... Connect 230V single-phase power to a
phase converter (provided by Fusion Bowling), and then run a pair of rigid conduits (one for high
voltage and one for low voltage) to junction boxes near the pinsetters. Fusion Bowling will provide a
low-voltage control relay that will automatically activate the phase converter while the pinsetters

www.FusionBowling.com
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are in use. Continue the high voltage connection to the pinsetter via a flexible conduit. Use strain
relief fittings if dropping down from a ceiling-mounted junction box.
Below is a summary of the electrical details regarding
the pinsetters.






1 circuit per pair of pinsetters; 20A breaker;
~12A current; 3 HP total per pair of pinsetters.
208V 3-phase power (OR 230V single-phase
power with phase converter).
Electrician installs:
o Surge suppressor on wall next to
subpanel.
o Rigid conduit to junction box(es) near
the left side of the left pinsetter (from
bowler's perspective).
o Phase converter (if necessary, provided
by Fusion Bowling), on floor behind
pinsetters.
o Junction box near left side (bowler's
perspective) of Lane #1.
o Flexible conduit from junction box to
pinsetter. (Use strain relief fittings if
power is dropped from ceiling.)
When: Coordinate with Fusion Bowling's
installation crew to install after pinsetters are in
place.

Flexible conduit connecting a wall-mounted
junction box to the pinsetter.

Ball Return
One ball return is located in the middle of the approach, between
each pair of lanes. The ball return lifts the ball up to the surface
after it rolls underneath the lanes back toward the front. It
includes a 1/2 HP thermally protected motor, controlled via lowvoltage relay circuit (provided by Fusion Bowling). The motor for
the ball return lift only runs when the pinsetters are powered up.
 1 circuit (up to 4 lanes); 115V; 15A breaker; ~6A current
per pair of lanes; 1/2 HP.
 Electrician installs: Duplex receptacle
 Where: Underneath approach.
 When: Coordinate with Fusion Bowling's installation crew
to run power to this location during the bowling installation
process, before the under-lane structure is covered up.
 Note: After the bowling alley is complete, this receptacle
Receptacle for the under-lane ball return lift.

www.FusionBowling.com
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Foul Detector Power
One infrared foul detector device serves a pair of lanes, and is located near the foul line (16 feet beyond the
front of the approach). We recommend installing the foul detector on a switched circuit. A duplex receptacle
must be installed under the lanes, during construction. After the bowling alley is complete, this receptacle
will be accessible by removing the first section of capping.






1 circuit (up to 4 lanes); 115V; 15A breaker; ~1A current per pair of lanes.
Electrician installs: Duplex receptacle.
Where: Underneath lanes, near foul line.
When: Coordinate with Fusion Bowling's installation crew to run power to this location during the
bowling installation process, before the under-lane structure is covered up.
Install wall switch in a convenient location for the bowler.

Scoring Monitors & Computer
There is one scoring display monitor for each lane, and
one scoring computer for each pair of lanes. The small
computer device is attached to the back of one of the
monitors. The monitors are typically mounted (by Fusion
Bowling) to the ceiling, about halfway down the
approach. The most commonly used display size is a 46inch screen. The ceiling must be reinforced to safely
support the weight of the monitors, computer, and
mounting bracket (up to 250 pounds). Contact Fusion
Bowling for additional guidance on wall-mounting or
Back side of two scoring monitors. Scoring
separating the displays.
computer is attached to the mounting bracket.
A 1-inch conduit must be installed above the ceiling so that we can run data cables from the scoring
computer to the pinsetters. This conduit should terminate at a flush-mounted box where the cables can be
pulled through a cover plate and continue down one of the two support pipes of the display mounting
bracket. A duplex receptacle should be installed near the other support pipe. These two supports should be
centered over each pair of lanes, spaced 50 inches apart.







1 circuit (up to 4 lanes); 115V; 15A breaker; up to 6A current per pair of lanes.
Electrician installs:
o Duplex receptacle mounted flush or above ceiling over the approach.
o Conduit from the scoring monitors to the rear side of the curtain wall. Space the power
receptacle and the conduit termination box 50 inches apart, centered over the pair of lanes.
When: Coordinate with Fusion Bowling to determine exact locations, and install pre-drywall.
TV, satellite input, TV control, etc (if any) to be installed by audio/video contractor.
Adequate structural support in ceiling or walls to be provided by general contractor.

Curtain Wall Receptacles
The curtain wall hangs down in front of the pinsetter machines and separates the mechanical area from the
public area. The back of the curtain wall serves as a mounting surface for various components related to the
bowling equipment. Two duplex power receptacles (for each pair of lanes) must be installed on the back side
of the curtain wall. These provide power for down-lane accent lighting, temporary technician tools,
retractable projection screen (if any), and other miscellaneous bowling equipment.
www.FusionBowling.com
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2 circuits (up to 2 lanes); 115V; 20A breakers; current varies up to 18A per circuit.
Electrician installs: 2 dedicated duplex receptacles.
Where: Rear side of curtain wall.
When: pre-drywall.
Fusion Bowling will install the LED lighting system (if any), and will coordinate with audio/video
contractor to interface DMX controller and/or projection screen controls, if necessary.

Special Effects Lighting (Optional)
Many new bowling alleys include some type of special effects lighting, whether it's ultraviolet lights for
"glow" or "cosmic" bowling parties, or a full-blown DMX controlled nightclub-style system with strobes,
swirling LEDs, or laser patterns, etc. The ceiling configuration and options included in each bowling alley are
different, and some or all aspects of this section may not apply. Be sure to consult with Fusion Bowling before
beginning construction work.
If the customer is unsure about special effects lighting, or simply wants maximum flexibility for possible
future upgrades, we recommend the following configuration for a 2-lane bowling alley: Beginning just
beyond the foul line, install 4 rows of 3 (left side, middle, right side) duplex power receptacles in the ceiling.
This will allow many options for arranging different quantities and types of fixtures.






1 circuit (up to 2 lanes); 115V; 20A breaker; up to 12A current or more per pair of lanes.
Electrician installs: Several duplex receptacles (typically 12)
o Control of circuit is typically via wall switch. (Upgraded packages may include control via
DMX technology and touchpad. Coordinate with Fusion Bowling.)
Where: Throughout ceiling, over bowling lanes. Exact locations and quantity to be determined.
When: pre-drywall.

Ceiling-mounted ultraviolet “glow” lighting and
special effects fixtures.

www.FusionBowling.com
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Automatic Bumper Rails (Optional)
Most bowling alleys are equipped with rails that pop up
to prevent children from getting gutter balls. Some of
these bumper rails are manually operated, and some are
automatic -- powered by an electric motor, which is
controlled by the scoring system. Like the ball return lift
and the foul detector, power for automatic bumper rails
is brought in underneath the lanes, through the conduit
which was embedded in the concrete.





1 circuit (up to 4 lanes); 115V; 15A breaker; 3A
Motorized gutter bumper rails can be programmed
current per pair of lanes.
to pop up automatically when it’s a child’s turn to
bowl, and go back down for adult bowlers.
Electrician installs: Duplex receptacle.
Where: Under the bowling lanes, 44 feet beyond the front edge of the approach.
When: Coordinate with Fusion Bowling's installation crew to run power to this location during the
bowling installation process, before the under-lane structure is covered up.

Projector (Optional)
A commercial-grade high-lumens HD projection system is optional. The projector (provided by Fusion
Bowling) is ceiling-mounted in the center of the pair of lanes, about 53 feet beyond the front of the approach
(consult Fusion Bowling for exact placement). The projector is typically attached to a 1-1/4 inch threaded
pipe (installed by general contractor).
A 1-inch conduit must be installed above the ceiling to connect the projector to the rear side of the curtain
wall in order to supply the signal to the retractable projection screen when the projector is power up. The
conduit should terminate to a flush-mounted box with a cover plate. Install a duplex receptacle next to the
projector location. Coordinate with Fusion Bowling on the exact location.







1 circuit (up to 4 lanes); 115V; 15A breaker; 3A
current per pair of lanes.
Electrician installs:
o Duplex receptacle, centered on pair of
lanes.
o Conduit in ceiling, connecting to rear
side of curtain wall.
o 1-1/2 inch threaded pipe (may need to
be installed by another trade).
Where: In the ceiling, 53 feet beyond the front
of the approach, centered over the pair of lanes.
The projector is mounted to the ceiling on a
When: pre-drywall.
threaded pipe. Power receptacle is nearby.
Cable TV, satellite, DVD input, etc to be installed
by audio/video contractor.
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Electrical Summary
Device
Pinsetter
Ball Return Lift
Foul Detector
Scoring Displays
& Computer
Curtain Wall
Receptacles
Special Effects
Lighting*
Automatic
Bumper Rails*
Video Projector*

Power Location
Wall or ceiling near
pinsetters
Under center of
approach
Under lanes, near
foul line
Ceiling above
approach
Back of curtain wall

# Circuits
1 (up to 2 lanes)
1 (up to 4 lanes)

Voltage
208V 3-phase OR
230V single-phase
115V

1 (up to 4 lanes)

115V

1 (up to 4 lanes)

115V

1 (up to 2 lanes)

115V

Throughout ceiling
above lanes
Under lanes

1 (up to 2 lanes)

115V

1 (up to 4 lanes)

115V

Ceiling above lanes

1 (up to 4 lanes)

115V

Current
12A per 2
lanes
6A per 2
lanes
1A per 2
lanes
Up to 6A
per 2 lanes
Up to 9A
per lane
Up to 12A
per 2 lanes
3A per 2
lanes
3A per 2
lanes

Breaker
15A
15A
15A
15A
20A
15A
15A
15A

* Optional

Site Preparation
The following items must be in place before the bowling alley equipment can be delivered and installed.
1. The permanent electrical meter must be functioning. A temporary construction meter is not
acceptable. The equipment must be installed and tested using the permanent 3-phase electrical
power.
2. HVAC must be functioning in order to acclimate the lane materials.
3. All painting must be complete in the bowling room.

Contact Fusion Bowling at 904-701-2695 (BOWL) or hello@fusionbowling.com for free consultation as you
begin designing your new custom private bowling alley!
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